Sexual Ethics & Safe Sanctuary Quiz

Questions

1. Scope of Policy: This policy and its provisions shall apply to all persons including all paid and unpaid adults, whether lay or clergy, who have any direct or indirect contact with children and youth who participate in any activities or events sponsored by the General Commission on United Methodist Men.

   ○ True
   ○ False

2. Regarding Supervision, observation of activities in rooms is essential, whether it be done by:

   ○ Windows
   ○ Open Doors or Glass Doors
   ○ Electronic Technology
   ○ All of the Above

3. Overnight Accommodations: at events that require overnight accommodations, recognizing accommodations may sometimes be restrictive, in some cases one adult is adequate and can be alone with one child or youth.

   ○ True
   ○ False

4. Screening for Adults: The General Commission on United Methodist Men is responsible for contacting at least 2 references and for screening.

   ○ True
   ○ False

5. Training: Training shall include this policy and appropriate discipline, appropriate physical and emotional boundaries and leader misconduct as described in this policy.

   ○ True
   ○ False

6. Reporting of Incidents: It is not necessary to address any needs the child or youth may have, medical or otherwise.

   ○ True
   ○ False

7. Media Response: Do not give out any information; simply state that all inquiries will be answered by our spokesperson.
8. Appropriate Behavior: Physical discipline is an appropriate measure to deal with problems.

☐ True
☐ False

9. Leader Misconduct: Those who violate this policy shall immediately be removed from contact with children and youth and the appropriate authorities shall be notified immediately.

☐ True
☐ False

10. Spiritual Boundaries for Safe Sanctuary: As we seek to lead young people in the development of their faith story, it is essential that we guide them and do not manipulate their emotions. We must allow each person involved to make their own decisions without stigma, coercion or pressure in any form.

☐ True
☐ False